
From: Benham Malcom
To: galcarazvbpc@icloud.com; branch.oliver@gmail.com
Cc: Summer J. Peebles; khersbe@vbgov.com
Subject: Comments on modifications to SRT code
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:28:50 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
I was unable to attend the Planning Commission public comments meeting on modifications to the
Short-Term Rentals ordinance last night at the convention center.    Please accept my written inputs.
 
Regarding the proposed modifications to the short-term rental ordinance which is posted at
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-
committees/Documents/PC/STR/Tower-Ordinances.pdf
 
Overall the language appears to be focused on single family homes on a physical property and does
not address single family homes within condominium complexes.
 
The proposed language in 241.2(b) currently reads:

(1)    The density of short term rental uses in the immediate vicinity do not change the
characteristics of the neighborhood; and
…..

       (3) The increase d occupancy of short term rental use is compatible with the character of the
residential neighborhood considering factors such as noise, trash and other negative consequences.
 
Both of these paragraphs make use of the term “Neighborhood”.  In searching around the VAB
zoning code, the term Neighborhood is undefined.    Is a “neighborhood” the set of physical
properties (lots) surrounding a single family home that has submitted a SRT CUP?  Reading the
zoning staff recommendations for a few STR CUP applications,  the documentation seems applies
more to a single family home on a single property. Thus, when used in the context of zoning, the
zoning implies that “neighborhood” applies to physical property lots each which have a zoning
classification within the city.
 
A single family home on a physical lot for zoning purposes is not equal to a set of single family
homes/residences within a condominium complex.  
 
In the case of a condominium complex, there is a “neighborhood” of properties surrounding the
condo complex, but there’s also a set of single family homes (units) that make up the condominium
complex.  The impact(s) of a STR are as great or greater the neighboring single family homes (condo
units)  within the complex than it is to the neighborhood properties (lots).
 
The proposed code needs to have a definition of “Neighborhood” and/or account for neighbors that
may be condo neighbors within the complex.
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Please consider modifying the proposed language to add definitions that apply to single family
homes located within a condominium complex.  Paragraphs (b) (1) and (3) could be modified to
read:
 
(1) The density of short term rental uses in the immediate vicinity do not change the characteristics
of the neighborhood or the single family homes within a condominium complex (Condominiums / A-
xx Apartment).
(3)  The increased occupancy of short term rental use is compatible with the character of the
residential neighborhood or condominium complex considering factors such as noise, trash and
other negative consequences.
 
It’s also important to note that a percentage of rental properties within a condominium complex can
impact the ability of new buyers to get a mortgage and/or refinance.  It’s not clear if this ability to
get a mortgage is a characteristic of the neighborhood.  If not an addendum to paragraph (b)(1) on
density could include something like: “

(1)    The density of all rentals within a condominium complex does not exceed (xx%).”
 
 
Regarding paragraph (2) -  The language does not take into account parking in condominium
complexes.    Please consider adding a sentence to have paragraph (2) read:
 

(2)     Parking is readily available to accommodate short term rental use. On-site parking solutions
are visually appealing and environmentally responsible. If an off-site parking plan is
submitted the parking is reasonable and practical so as to be easily used by the guests of the
short term rental.   In condominium complexes, the parking plan must be consistent with
and approved by the applicable condominium association.

 
For condominium complexes, there also needs to be language ensuring the SRT is in aligned with the
overall HOA governing the property.  Please consider adding an additional paragraph:

(5)  When in a condominium complex, the short-term rental application has been approved by the
applicable condominium association.
 
This additional sentence effectively links the city ordinance with the applicable HOA. It makes the
SRT CUP applicant research their HOA rules and get approval from their condominium association
prior to submission of the CUP application with the city.  The present CUP application requires the
signature of the property owner (the condo HOA), but does not require approval of the HOA board
before signing the document.   It is not the job of the city to enforce the rules of the HOA.  It is only
the job of the city to make sure the HOA approved of the CUP application.  City approval of a STR
CUP which is in conflict with HOA rules, creates an environment for legal battles between the various
parties.
 
I look forward to seeing STR ordinance that accounts for the differences between single family
homes on a lot and condominium units.   
 



Thank you for consideration of my inputs.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.
 
Also, thank you for your time, consideration, and decision on the STR CUP application for 323

Norfolk Avenue on July 8th.   I now recognize that members of the Planning Commission do an
immense amount of work for the community.
 
 
Regards,
 
 
Benham Malcom
319 Norfolk Ave
Lake Station Community
301-922-8383



 

 

                                                                     
 
 

July 20, 2020 

 

Virginia Beach Planning Commission 

2401 Courthouse Drive 

Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Virginia Beach Short-term Rental Law 

 

Dear Members of Virginia Beach Planning Commission,  

 

My name is Joseph Montano and I serve as the Virginia Beach Government Affairs Manager for 

Expedia Group and its family of travel brands. Thank you for the opportunity to provide com-

ment on Virginia Beach’s efforts to amend its existing short-term rental law. 

 

By way of background, Expedia Group’s Vrbo is a world leader in the vacation rental industry, 

helping families book beach houses, cabins, and condos with more than two million places to 

stay in over 191 countries. For nearly three decades, Vrbo and our local homeowners have been 

focused on serving traveling families. In fact, our average customer booking travel on our plat-

form is a 50-year-old woman traveling with a family of four. That focus on responsible travel 

translates to our collaborative approach to fair and effective policies.  

 

It comes as no surprise that travelers enjoy having access to a diverse set of accommodation op-

tions. In fact, according to a recent poll, two-thirds of Americans believe that short-term vacation 

rentals provide a valuable alternative to traditional hotel lodging. Vacation rentals are such an 

important option that a third of Americans would be less inclined to visit a city if it banned short-

term rentals. Families, in particular, benefit as whole-home rentals make it easier and more af-

fordable for families to travel and stay longer under one roof. Virginia Beach vacation rentals 

have also played host to generations of military families coming to the area from across the na-

tion. 

 

Our vacation rental property owners have been members of local communities across Virginia 

Beach for decades. They find immense pride in welcoming traveling families to their small slice 

of heaven. They are eager to comply with regulations set forth by this governing body.  How-

ever, with regards to the proposed amendment on owners offering secondary homes (non-pri-

mary residence) for short-term rental, this amendment would restrict the activity of short-term 

renting to an individual’s primary residence. Traditional vacation rental owners’ property rights 

should be respected and treated equally under any short-term rental legislation – regardless of 

whether it’s someone’s primary or secondary property.  Imposing onerous and restrictive regula-

tions could push the activity underground, harming local enforcement and revenue collection ef-

forts. 
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Moreover, despite the importance of tourism in Virginia Beach’s economy, the City has not ex-

amined the preferences of traveling families who are considering Virginia Beach as a destination. 

Hotels are not good substitutes for traveling families requiring a kitchen or washing machine.  

By eliminating an accommodation type that has been available for decades in Virginia Beach, we 

believe that the City is inadvertently encouraging traveling families to go elsewhere for their va-

cations. The removal of an accommodation type made available through secondary homes will 

negatively impact traveling families and prompt them to re-think Virginia Beach as a travel op-

tion. 

 

These are just a few examples demonstrating that the City has not engaged in sufficient evi-

dence-based policymaking – with the potential for negative consequences for the many Virginia 

Beach residents who directly or indirectly support traveling families wishing to stay in a short-

term rental. It’s for these reasons that we respectfully urge you to rethink the primary only pro-

posal.  

 

As the leader in traditional vacation rentals, we stand ready to be a resource to you and your staff 

to ensure that whole home vacation rentals continue to be part of Virginia Beach’s vibrant ac-

commodations marketplace. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph M. Montano 

Government Affairs Manager, Virginia Beach 

Expedia Group 
 



From: Benham Malcom
To: Kevin L. Hershberger
Subject: FW: Comments on modifications to STR code
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:23:04 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Kevin,
 
Resending again to you as I entered the email address incorrectly.
 
Please pass this along to your co-worker that is  responsible for the modification to the STR code.
 
Thank you.
 
Benham Malcom
319 Norfolk Ave.
 

From: Benham Malcom [mailto:benham8@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:28 PM
To: 'galcarazvbpc@icloud.com'; 'branch.oliver@gmail.com'
Cc: 'sjpeeble@vbgov.com'; 'khersbe@vbgov.com'
Subject: Comments on modifications to SRT code
 
 
I was unable to attend the Planning Commission public comments meeting on modifications to the
Short-Term Rentals ordinance last night at the convention center.    Please accept my written inputs.
 
Regarding the proposed modifications to the short-term rental ordinance which is posted at
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-
committees/Documents/PC/STR/Tower-Ordinances.pdf
 
Overall the language appears to be focused on single family homes on a physical property and does
not address single family homes within condominium complexes.
 
The proposed language in 241.2(b) currently reads:

(1)    The density of short term rental uses in the immediate vicinity do not change the
characteristics of the neighborhood; and
…..

       (3) The increase d occupancy of short term rental use is compatible with the character of the
residential neighborhood considering factors such as noise, trash and other negative consequences.
 
Both of these paragraphs make use of the term “Neighborhood”.  In searching around the VAB
zoning code, the term Neighborhood is undefined.    Is a “neighborhood” the set of physical
properties (lots) surrounding a single family home that has submitted a SRT CUP?  Reading the
zoning staff recommendations for a few STR CUP applications,  the documentation seems applies
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more to a single family home on a single property. Thus, when used in the context of zoning, the
zoning implies that “neighborhood” applies to physical property lots each which have a zoning
classification within the city.
 
A single family home on a physical lot for zoning purposes is not equal to a set of single family
homes/residences within a condominium complex.  
 
In the case of a condominium complex, there is a “neighborhood” of properties surrounding the
condo complex, but there’s also a set of single family homes (units) that make up the condominium
complex.  The impact(s) of a STR are as great or greater the neighboring single family homes (condo
units)  within the complex than it is to the neighborhood properties (lots).
 
The proposed code needs to have a definition of “Neighborhood” and/or account for neighbors that
may be condo neighbors within the complex.
 
Please consider modifying the proposed language to add definitions that apply to single family
homes located within a condominium complex.  Paragraphs (b) (1) and (3) could be modified to
read:
 
(1) The density of short term rental uses in the immediate vicinity do not change the characteristics
of the neighborhood or the single family homes within a condominium complex (Condominiums / A-
xx Apartment).
(3)  The increased occupancy of short term rental use is compatible with the character of the
residential neighborhood or condominium complex considering factors such as noise, trash and
other negative consequences.
 
It’s also important to note that a percentage of rental properties within a condominium complex can
impact the ability of new buyers to get a mortgage and/or refinance.  It’s not clear if this ability to
get a mortgage is a characteristic of the neighborhood.  If not an addendum to paragraph (b)(1) on
density could include something like: “

(1)    The density of all rentals within a condominium complex does not exceed (xx%).”
 
 
Regarding paragraph (2) -  The language does not take into account parking in condominium
complexes.    Please consider adding a sentence to have paragraph (2) read:
 

(2)     Parking is readily available to accommodate short term rental use. On-site parking solutions
are visually appealing and environmentally responsible. If an off-site parking plan is
submitted the parking is reasonable and practical so as to be easily used by the guests of the
short term rental.   In condominium complexes, the parking plan must be consistent with
and approved by the applicable condominium association.

 
For condominium complexes, there also needs to be language ensuring the SRT is in aligned with the
overall HOA governing the property.  Please consider adding an additional paragraph:



(5)  When in a condominium complex, the short-term rental application has been approved by the
applicable condominium association.
 
This additional sentence effectively links the city ordinance with the applicable HOA. It makes the
SRT CUP applicant research their HOA rules and get approval from their condominium association
prior to submission of the CUP application with the city.  The present CUP application requires the
signature of the property owner (the condo HOA), but does not require approval of the HOA board
before signing the document.   It is not the job of the city to enforce the rules of the HOA.  It is only
the job of the city to make sure the HOA approved of the CUP application.  City approval of a STR
CUP which is in conflict with HOA rules, creates an environment for legal battles between the various
parties.
 
I look forward to seeing STR ordinance that accounts for the differences between single family
homes on a lot and condominium units.   
 
Thank you for consideration of my inputs.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.
 
Also, thank you for your time, consideration, and decision on the STR CUP application for 323

Norfolk Avenue on July 8th.   I now recognize that members of the Planning Commission do an
immense amount of work for the community.
 
 
Regards,
 
 
Benham Malcom
319 Norfolk Ave
Lake Station Community
301-922-8383



From: Carolyn K. Smith
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: FW: short term rentals
Date: Saturday, July 18, 2020 9:50:27 AM

Please add this email to the others to be forwarded to the PC. Thank you, Carolyn
 

From: lindaproffitt@peoplepc.com <lindaproffitt@peoplepc.com> 
Sent: Saturday, July 18, 2020 8:41 AM
To: Amanda F. Barnes <ABarnes@vbgov.com>
Subject: short term rentals
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Amanda, could you please get the following to all of the CC members . Thanks Linda :
 
To all of you. I will not be attending the meeting on Monday but I would like to give my 2 cents
worth here. I am in Michaels Rose Hall District. I have been at my present address for over 50 years
now. For what ever reason folks seem to think that I do a good job of representing my neighborhood
and the surrounding area.  Like most of you when I finish a project and I’d like a little praise I am ask
to do more.
 
As most of you know I came here as a young military wife with a husband and a 2 year old. We were
only suppose to be here for 12 months before we would off to our next adventure but God and the
military had other plans for us.  Sooooo my husband would be the one off to the adventure on
Aircraft Carriers and the Vietnam Nam War. My adventure would be here birthing another baby,
helping and watching VB grow. What a adventure that as been. I not only watched my neighborhood
grow from the beginning but the other neighborhoods around me as well.
 
I was shocked to see the recent approval of STRs in the Green Run & Scaroughbora Square
neighborhoods. I’m not blaming Michael in his decision in his approval and I thank all who voted
against them. I know that they realize all of the work and the police effort that has gone into
improving this section of our city.
 
In watching recent PC meetings I am pleased to see that they are taking your request to fix this STR
problem very seriously. When one commissioner kinda joked that they had plenty of time like before
the lawyer stated in no that that would not be the case this time and that you all were serious with
the date. I was also pleased with their concern in approving another STR property on Oak Street with
little/no objection from the established neighborhood. Speaking of seasonal parades .I remember
well before the Pungo Strawberry Feastable  we did parades in Green Run. Like most of our older
neighborhoods ours became a lot of rentals as folks moved on to more expensive neighborhoods
some years back. One of the problems with some of the neighborhoods is that their sidewalks are
their driveways. That is the problem in most of the Scaroughbora Square neighborhood . It also
makes for a bad situation for the garbage collection . In 2018 the situation was so bad that John
Barnes in Waste Management and Wells Freed in Housing Code Administrator came out to educate
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and have a Great American Cleanup. Volunteers from across the city came out to participate. Even
though their normal pickup date was 2 days earlier we still managed to pick up 2,480 pounds of litter
from the neighborhood’s streets and walkways. I hadn’t been in the neighborhood since the cleanup
but was curious to where it was. I was shocked and wondered if the PC or CC had even come out to
take a look.
I do hope that some of this helps in your decision for STR. I do believe that the reason more folks are
not coming out to object is that we think that it can’t happen in our neighborhoods. It’s a Beach &
Sandbridge thing. Linda Russell- Cardinal Estates
 
 



From: Planning Zoning
To: William N. Miller; Kevin L. Hershberger; Summer J. Peebles
Subject: FW: STR Comments
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 9:09:48 AM

Good morning.  These comments were sent to the zoning box.  Thanks

-----Original Message-----
From: CAROLYN STREK <comoseley@msn.com>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:50 PM
To: Planning Zoning <Zoning@vbgov.com>
Subject: STR Comments

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I listened to tonight’s session on the proposed changes to the STR guidelines as well as the public comments. I am a
resident of Old Beach in the 300 block of 27th Street.  In our block there are only 2 houses that are occupied by the
owners.  Ours and one at the corner. Therefore, we are very accustomed to living in a home surrounded by rental
properties. We have lived here for only 6 years so we knew what we were getting ourselves into.  That being said,
we have a mix of long term and short term rentals around us.  Chris Ettle, who built our home, built 6 beautiful
houses within half a block of us which benefitted our block immensely.  He replaced rundown rentals that attracted
less than desirable neighbors. He also improved the parking because the 6 houses he built all have off street parking
so there is more on street parking available for guests.
  I agree that short term rentals need to accommodate all parking on the property in a manner that is attractive to the
surrounding and no guest passes should be allowed.  We have not seen parking enforcement on our block all
summer despite my emails requesting they please patrol because there are continuous offenders and zero
enforcement.  With contractors (for the Bruce Smith “bait and switch” apartments that were supposed to be a hotel) 
parking all day on our street and the unlawful parking of others in off hours, I have had difficulty being able to find
parking for my children to park when they come visit when we are the only people on the block that can lawfully
have guest passes. I can only imagine how much worse this would be had Chris Ettle not built those houses that
require their cars to park on the property.
My only concern with short term rentals is the influx of them and the impact this will have on our oceanfront.  I can
say that occupancy of the grandfathered rentals in the winter months on my street is at about 25%.  If we do not limit
the number of short term rentals we will be pushing out those people that want to live herE year around because they
can’t purchase a home. The older homes are being purchased by flippers to turn into rentals and now the majority of
the new construction is not available for sale. I can understand that allowing short term rentals for builders could
help them to maintain their financial viability when there just aren’t enough buyers... but it is now out of control. My
fear is we will become the Outer Banks.  I thought seriously about purchasing in the OBX. I was sold on Va Beach
because we have enough residents all year that can keep our restaurants and the majority of our businesses open. 
OBX does not have that.  Trying to get into a restaurant during the in season is a nightmare because they don’t have
enough. All of the restaurants close for 1-4 months in the winter because they just can’t afford to stay open. I spoke
to friends that own cottages, some who have sold and moved to VB. They have concurred that the majority cottages
in OBX are empty In the off season and they have a problem with break ins because of the drug use issues of many
of the locals that struggle to afford living there all year.  A couple of tonight’s speakers touched on this.  It’s not
terrible to have STRs, however they need to be limited in number and managed professionally.  The managers of the
properties near us are amazing to work with  The only property we have an issue with is one that is not a
professionally managed and is letting his place get run down. He has great tenants but the property is an eye sore.
We have the advantage of having large  businesses that are close enough to allow people to continue to work and
live at the oceanfront.  Let’s not chase those people away by making our neighborhoods no longer be a
neighborhood. Its unfortunate that when my grandchildren come to stay with us, there are no children for them to
play with. The influx of rentals on our street has made it unattractive to families to live here which is unfortunate.
Thank you to anyone who has had the patience to read this fully.  In summary, I am asking to allow those that are
grandfathered to remain grandfathered.  I am supportive of forcing parking to be off street.  And I request that
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council develop a mechanism to limit the number of STRs allowed on any street in Old Beach to help keep Old
Beach a neighborhood.
Thank you so much for this opportunity to provide my opinion .

Respectfully,
Carolyn Strek



My name is Edward Gormley. I am a retired NYC Firefighter 
living here in Virginia Beach. In 2018 I bought a house in 
Baylake Pines. I put down roots here, have gotten to know many 
of my neighbors, and hope to grow old here. I chose this 
neighborhood, among other reasons, because it is a quiet, well-
kept, family oriented, residential area. I am firmly opposed to 
allowing short term rentals here for many reasons already stated 
by others. However, there are concerns which I don’t believe 
have been addressed. 
 
On January 23, 2005, a fire broke out in a fourth floor apartment 
building in the Bronx. Through the course of the operation, 
conditions deteriorated and fire spread throughout the apartment, 
causing five firefighters to become trapped. The apartment had 
been subdivided into separate units. These subdivisions blocked 
the safe escape of the firefighters, eventually forcing them to 
jump from the fourth floor windows into the alley below. Two 
of them died on scene, the other three sustained critical injuries, 
one of them succumbing years later. The remaining two live 
their lives in constant and significant pain. 
 
How does this relate to people in Virginia Beach renting out 
their apartments? Last year I visited the home on Beaufort Ave 
in Chic’s Beach where I lived when I first moved here. When I 
moved out it was bought and almost immediately converted 
illegally into an STR. I observed sleeping areas in that single 
family home for at least nine people—among the alterations was 
the garage, which had been closed up and converted into 
THREE bedrooms, with one exit for all of them. This was 
absolutely a life threatening alteration to the home. 



 
Professional firefighters in the United States are highly trained 
in assessing and recognizing certain types of building 
construction. It may not be evident at first glance, but the 
average firefighter can look at a building of a certain type and 
have a pretty good idea of where the exits, bedrooms, etc. are 
located. This loose uniformity of layout aids us in rapidly 
searching and rescuing people from a building in high heat and 
zero visibility. Pulling up to a fire in a one story ranch in a 
residential neighborhood, firefighters are not expecting to find 
nine beds. They are not expecting large rooms to be subdivided 
into smaller rooms, with exits walled off. Aside from the danger 
it poses to them which I discuss above, the other obvious danger 
is occupants becoming trapped and unable to escape to safety.  
 
You may think this sounds alarmist or paranoid. You may have 
the attitude “it won’t happen here-” until it does happen here. 
Has Virginia Beach lost a firefighter in the line of duty? This is 
NOT something you want to be known for. The members of 
FDNY Ladder 27 and Rescue 3 who were critically injured and 
killed were some of the best trained firefighters in the world. 
They died because someone wanted to rent out separate rooms 
in an apartment. 
 
Aside from the danger to first responders, there is an ongoing 
discussion in the safety industry about STRs. This is a 
nationwide problem. Studies are finding that these properties are 
often, sometimes overwhelmingly, lacking in fire safety 
protection. No carbon monoxide detectors, inadequate smoke 
detectors, and missing or improperly functioning fire 
extinguishers are some of the issues that inspectors run into on a 



far too regular basis. People rent these properties via websites 
with blind trust that they will be in a safe place, not wake up at 
night choking on thick smoke and have no idea how to get out. 
Nor does a firefighter want to place his life at even more risk 
searching a bedroom, then another bedroom he didn’t expect to 
find, only to become trapped and unable to escape when 
conditions deteriorate. By “deteriorate,” I mean when it gets so 
hot your only option is to jump to almost certain death.  
 
Does Virginia Beach have the proper procedures in place, and 
the ability to inspect and enforce the fire codes? Is the city 
willing and able to put a stop to dangerous alterations that put 
lives at risk? Are there structural engineers employed who can 
tell if a load bearing wall has been removed to expand a kitchen 
or bathroom? Are you willing to keep the firefighters of this city 
safe from additional risk so someone can make a few hundred 
extra bucks? What about the short term visitors? Unless you can 
answer all of these questions with a confident “yes,” then there 
needs to be much more regulation and enforcement of STRs and 
their rules. From what I have seen so far this isn’t the case. 
People are illegally converting and renting under the city’s nose. 
 
If I seem somewhat agitated about this subject, it is because I 
have been in the situation myself many times where missing 
safety measures and illegal alterations to increase occupancy has 
put my own life in danger. 
 
Short term rentals without very stringent, enforceable 
regulations are a very bad idea, and will someday make the city 



government look really bad, possibly at the expense of 
someone’s life.  
 
These links from FEMA and the NFPA go into more depth 
about this issue. We should be on the forefront of restricting and 
regulating this growing mess, not cleaning up afterwards. 
 
https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-
media/NFPA-Journal/2018/July-August-2018/Features/The-
Airbnb-Challenge 
 
https://www.usfa.fema.gov/current_events/092018.html 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Edward Gormley, FDNY Engine 46 (Ret.) 
2220 Indian Hill Road 
Virginia Beach VA 23455 
tedgormley@fastmail.net 
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I am writing this letter as a supplement to the letter I sent to the 
City Council on July 7th, 2020. I am also including a copy of 
that letter. Please read it as well. I will be attending the hearing 
on Monday July 20th.  
 
I must voice my objection to the formation of an overlay district 
that includes Baylake Pines, and to also voice my dismay and 
concern at the complete lack of regard for any kind of safety 
regulations or enforcement in the city’s short term rental 
industry. 
 
I am a retired NYC Firefighter. I moved to Virginia Beach in 
January 2018, and bought a house in Baylake Pines in 
September 2018. I bought here because I am drawn to the quiet, 
close knit, safe place that personifies this neighborhood.  
 
I strongly object to the city’s de facto permission for people to 
operate unregistered, unsafe, illegal businesses here.  
 
Why do I describe the short term rental industry in Virginia 
Beach this way? Because it is. I outline the issue in more detail 
in my other attached letter, but to summarize it- among other 
impossible to enforce rules- the city, as evidenced in almost all 
of it’s correspondence, applications, media, and other 
communications, almost completely ignores the entire concept 
of fire safety. It also makes no mention of addressing the issue, 
which already exists, of illegal and unsafe building alterations to 
accommodate more guests than the structure is meant to handle. 
 



The issue of unsafe short term rental property is a growing 
national concern, and is being addressed by the NFPA and 
FEMA in addition to other national agencies. All too frequently, 
alterations made to homes in order to pack more people in or 
make properties more appealing to renters actually puts lives in 
danger, and have cost the lives of firefighters and civilians alike. 
Owners of short term rentals almost never supply the proper 
amount of smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, nor do they 
supply the proper fire extinguishers or exit signs. The city also 
shows it does not consider this an issue by only mentioning 
smoke detectors in passing, and improperly describing when 
carbon monoxide detectors should be present. 
 
To me, or anyone else in my industry, this attitude is insane. It’s 
a state of mind a full century out of date. Why is safety an 
afterthought here? Why does Virginia beach not actually inspect 
these properties for fire and life safety? This is a glaring lack of 
judgement in planning.  
 
As they currently read, the city’s short term rental regulations 
are laughable by any standard. You specify three people per 
bedroom, but make no mention of an exit sign. You are perfectly 
ok with nine people occupying a three bedroom, 1100 square 
foot ranch with no fire extinguishers and no carbon monoxide 
detectors unless gas service is present. How do you rationalize 
this?  
 
Last week a second story deck collapsed in Sandbridge. The 
house was legally allowed to sleep 22 people, which is absurd 
on its own. However there were in fact 40 people staying in this 



home! This is your lack of proper regulation at work. It has 
happened in the past as well. It WILL happen in the future. How 
long before people die? 
 
Currently, the City of Virginia Beach has outdated, haphazard 
rules governing the short term rental industry here. Rules which, 
in actuality, cannot be enforced. Hotels and motels and all other 
transient types of occupancy, even campgrounds and RV parks, 
have safety regulations. Why should private homes operated in 
the same fashion be exempt? One can argue with a large pile of 
facts that STR’s are exponentially more dangerous than the 
aforementioned lodging.  A good percentage of the homeowners 
who rent out their properties as STR’s are making fools out of 
city officials by flaunting and ignoring the rules. Their guests 
are doing the same. In an unsafe environment. 
 
How does this all relate to the overlay zone? The city has 
woefully inadequate rules in place, and lacks the ability to 
enforce them. Baylake Pines is a tight knit, well established 
neighborhood.  Opening it up to the slow decay of the Shore 
Drive corridor into what can only be described as a future Jersey 
Shore is not something anyone currently living here wants to be 
a part of. It is a shortsighted, ill thought out plan that displays a 
remarkable disregard for safety and quality of life for residents 
and visitors alike. 
 
We do not want dangerous, unregulated commercial 
establishments in this residential area.   
 



The people who live here pay taxes here, patronize the shops 
and restaurants here, buy cars in dealerships here, go to the 
malls here, and send our kids to school here. Short term renters 
shop in 7-Eleven and maybe Kroger, then litter up the beach. 
We are the people who bring the revenue to the city. We are the 
people who keep Virginia Beach a unique and desirable place to 
live, despite the reputation it has as being a place where you 
may be robbed on the beach, and the images of last year’s 
Floatopia which were plastered all over the international media.  
 
I apologize if this letter is harsh or rude. I am an honest upfront 
person who is not politically inclined. I am also passionate about 
this issue as it relates to the place where I chose to live the rest 
of my life, and the career I dedicated my life to. Let’s be 
progressive with this. Let’s address it with some thought and 
care, and be on the forefront of the subject- let’s be a model for 
other cities. Not at the back of the pack and the bottom of the 
curve where we are now, only concerned with application fees. 
We can have a city of beautiful residential waterfront 
neighborhoods and areas of properly located, safe short term 
rental properties. Some of these places should be separated. 
Baylake Pines is the last fully residential beachfront 
neighborhood in the city. We want to keep it that way. 
 
I know you all have a difficult job, thank you for your time and 
for the positive things you accomplish for Virginia Beach. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 



Edward Gormley 
FDNY Engine 46 (Ret.) 
917 749 7440 



From: Robert Stephenson
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: in favor of STRs for all of VB
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:39:50 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,

I am writing in support of the short term rental properties and great opportunity they provide our city for the
following reasons:
1.  Supports local small business owners.  cleaning crews after stays and contractors.
2.  Generates additional tax revenue for the city and permit fees.
3.  Upkeep of the property and renovations increase property values of neighborhoods.
4.  Allows a safe place for families to enjoy our resort city without having to be crammed into a hotel.
5.  Allows families a Safe place to stay and social distance from crowded hotels.
6.  Higher quality of tenants vs traditional long term low income renters.
7.  City has already addressed the major concerns with limiting number of guests, parking requirements, etc.

These are just a few but there are many other benefits that STRs bring to our community.

There are a few busybodies saying that STRs are bad (every night a frat party) but when you look at all the facts
they are quite the opposite.  I have two properties and nothing but positive comments from my neighbors and
families that are looking at a safe place to enjoy our resort town with some privacy.  I’n my area, there are more
police incidents by an overwhelming amount from long term renters or residents vs. STR customers.
Thank you for your time.
Robert Stephenson

mailto:rlstephenson757@gmail.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


         July 19, 2020 
 
 
 
To whom It May Concern, 
 
 I am writing this letter in regards to the short term rentals at the 
oceanfront and honestly all over Virginia beach and how they are a 
great addition not only to the area but also creates revenue and stability 
and a chance to grow for someone especially in my position. 
 
 My name is Laura Lindner, I have lived in Virginia Beach my entire 
life.  I have been a single mother for 15 years.  I have 2 teenage 
daughters and a 5-year-old son, and it’s always been a struggle to 
survive succeed and push forward.  Barely ever any child support and 
honestly the system that is put in place to help someone like me fails.  
When I gave birth to my now 5-year-old son I became a Virginia Beach 
School Bus driver.  It has health insurance I can bring my son to work on 
the bus and well lets be honest it paid such a small amount I was able to 
still get government help.  But, my daughters were getting older in high 
school and things started getting more and more expensive so I had to 
start trying to find another job, something where I could drive the bus 
still be with my kids and make enough to survive.  It was then I meet 
Carrie Copenhaver, she at the time had 1 Air Bnb and she hired me to 
start cleaning her place. 
 
 Over the last few years not only has she grown but with her 
growth came mine.  I started my own LLC and now I clean 13 properties 
in the Virginia Beach area most at the oceanfront.  I have through these 
properties grown and still growing business which is helping me go 
further than I have ever imagined I would.  The opportunity it has given 
me is with out a doubt a blessing but also educational.   
 

I also live on the same street as 6 Air Bnbs.   Not only do these 
properties help bring up the value of the places around them, I honestly 
feel safer knowing that anyone who stays there is held liable and there 
are rules to them staying there.  Majority of all of the guest are amazing 
kind and it is a pleasure to meet them.   

 



There are many reasons why I feel these short term rentals are 
needed and well placed, yes personal ones involved but I also know that 
these short term rentals can give someone like me the ability to go 
beyond what they thought was possible and rewrite there own story 
and independence and success.  There are many men and women out 
there like me and taking something that is growing work, not only for 
me but through me as well would be a big mistake.  I know some people 
may not see the good side but honestly if they just look at it differently 
they will see it as a amazing investment and opportunity like I was 
blessed to be able to do!   

 
 
       Respectfully  
 
 
       Laura Lindner 



From: Email
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: No overlay district for Baylake Pines
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 2:33:51 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern,
As a homeowner in Baylake Pines for close to thirty years, I beg you to protect our neighborhood from the overlay
district. We purchased our home because of the single family neighborhood. It is why we chose to buy our second
home here when downsizing.  Please respect our decisions by not allowing our neighborhood to be gobbled up by
the overlay district.
Thank you,
Kevin Todd
4329 Ben Gunn Road

mailto:kevin.todd@verizon.net
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


From: Stephanie McManus
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: NO OVERLAYS FOR BAYLAKE PINES/BEACH PLEASE
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:59:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to express my concerns about short term rentals and the proposal for Baylake
Pines/Baylake Beach.  I have lived in Virginia Beach for almost 40 years, and over 25 years in
Baylake Pines/Beach.  I pay my taxes, I vote, and I LOVE the lifetime friendships I have
formed with my neighbors in this close knit community.  My parents also lived, retired and
passed away in Baylake Pines/Beach - this is a family oriented neighborhood where many
children stay and purchase their own homes because we value the quiet, safe and peaceful
community.  We have had experiences in this neighborhood with short term rentals, and quite
frankly all were negative.  I have been cursed out by young partying short term rental
customers,  I have picked up their trash (including diapers, medical waste, beer cans and
cigarettes).  My children have been exposed to bad language and my leashed dog was attacked
multiple times by short term renters.  I am sad to report that I have never had a positive
experience with the day/weekend/week short term renter, and this is not the experience I wish
for my family nor my neighbors.  Please vote to protect our lovely non-commercial
neighborhood and vote against overlays for Baylake Pines/Beach.  I would appreciate it if you
did not support short term rentals in Baylake Pines/beach.  Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Stephanie McManus
Longterm Baylake Beach resident
4301 Lookout Road
Virginia Beach, VA 23455

mailto:stephaniemcmanus30@gmail.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
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Pamela A. Sandloop

From: patj@verizon.net
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 12:05 PM
To: City Council; Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Old Beach Resident's Concerns/Suggestions

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
First, may I give you a short description of my reason in sending you this email. My husband and I moved from 
Annandale, VA when we retired about 6 years ago. We wanted, no, we needed to move away from the DC Metro area to 
a more tranquil and slower paced life. We purchased a home in Chesapeake and we made the decision in 2018 that we 
really wanted to live at the beachfront in VA Beach so we purchased a new home on Arctic and 25 1/2 St. This is our 
second summer at the oceanfront. We wanted an active retirement that also included easy (no driving necessary) to 
shops, restaurants and the other amenities that the oceanfront offers. We wanted our home to be a place that family, 
especially my young grandchildren and friends, would come visit regularly and often to experience the Surf Life. We have 
great neighbors around us whom, like us, take pride in being residents of Old Beach, i.e., improving their properties, 
planting gardens, etc. We also wanted to live in an eclectic environment (no HOA) that was diverse in all ways and 
fashion. Variety is the spice of life, as they say. I'm glad that we had last summer (our first summer here) because it was 
everything that I thought living in this area would be. Unfortunately, a worldwide pandemic has changed a great deal for 
everyone and our community had to change, too.   
 
With this said, I have had growing concerns that I must address to you. I have seen over the past 4 months or so what 
appears to be a shift in the VB resort area's safe and family-friendly resort image. 
 
First, I noted months ago that there was increasing graffiti throughout the resort area which is not only a criminal act but 
makes the area look unkept, rundown and dangerous. Empty stores, storefronts in disrepair and doorways used as 
makeshift living quarters all give the appearance of a place in decline. I've seen more trash discarded along the resort 
streets and alleys and boardwalk which we all can agree not only looks awful but lends to vermin infestation which I have 
seen. Sidewalks and roads in disrepair are both unwelcoming but can be a real safety issues to pediatricians, bikers and 
cars alike. My street specially has been patched and repatched and repatched again since we moved in 1 1/2 years ago. 
My neighbor has lived here for some time and has been trying to address this even before I moved in and I have also tried 
and still am trying to address this with public works. It is again literally sinking before our eyes. As a permanent resident of 
any community, I think that the roads to our homes should be in a little better condition.  
 
Again, I am addressing these issues as an individual who freely chose to retire here because Va Beach has always been 
known for its focus on family oriented activities, its small town feel and most of all, its safe and fun environment. Well, I 
can tell you that the last several weeks or more, I have steadily become feeling less safe and I know that I am not alone in 
this. If I, as a resident, feel that I don't want to be out and about after sundown in my own neighborhood because of 
random gunfire, shootings and homicide then I believe that this violence doesn't sit well with vacationers. The people I 
have had the pleasure to meet, both residents and visitors, have the right to be safe where they live and come to get away 
from the worries of the world. At this very difficult time for everyone due to the restrictions placed on the economy due to 
Covid 19, experiencing this increasing criminal activity is like pouring salt in an open wound. I know the negative effect 
that this shut-down has had on resort businesses and the people who are employed by them and how vital it is that the 
beach needs its visitors to return, not just this season but in future seasons to regenerate the economy of VB. 
 
The resort area is a huge part of the City of VB's revenue and identity, I imagine. I would think that it is economically savvy 
to maintain a positive image of VB as a family destination. I feel strongly, as a permanent resident who values what VB 
has to offer everyone who wants a place to live or visit that is safe, clean, well kept and fun, that you (the government 
officials), the businesses and the residents of VB need to talk about these concerns and be given the opportunity to 
comment and offer solutions. 
 
It appears to me that the residential part of the resort is improving with the new builds and the restoration of older homes 
so people I am just one voice but I don't want to see this beautiful gem of a beach resort lose its sparkle. We all need that 
special place to unwind, rest and restore our souls and reconnect with family and friends and that is what our beach 
should be all about. 
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I wrote the above right before the special VB council meeting a couple of weeks ago where the issues were discussed. I 
didn't send this because I wanted to watch what the acting police chief and the council members had to say. I was very 
impressed with the police chief's remarks especially the statement that policing can't resolve social issues in a community. 
I am sending it now. 
 
Now having sent you the above email that was written a few weeks old, there has been another meeting scheduled for the 
Planning Commission the Monday July 20 addressing short-term rentals in the resort area in which I live (Old Beach). I 
will not be able to attend the meeting but I do have a number of questions that need concrete answers.  I was told at a 
Civic Association Meeting by a council representative to call 311 if any problems with a STR. Well, I  had to call the 311 
two nights in a row over the Fourth of July to report very loud music and noise which started at 11;30 pm coming from the 
backyard of the neighboring short term rental. We have never called before when the renters were outside and talking in 
normal voices even when it was 2:30 am in the morning. I figure this goes with summer vacationers and my choice to 
make my home in a resort area but with that said, I don't feel that the permanent residents have not been given proper 
information and support from the council. For example, I called the management of the property after the second incident 
to let him know what had occurred. He told me he was never made aware that the police or anyone else had been called 
either night which in the Short Term Rental Ordinance Summary adopted by City Council January 15, 1019 it 
states,"Responsible Party. Provide name and telephone number of contact person. Contact person must be available to 
address problem within 30 minutes. Not required to physically go to STR." I take that to mean that the management of any 
STR property in VB will have their contact persons' phone number available to the police &/or assigned VB government 
agent. I really believe the police have enough to do beside answering nuisance calls so why is there no communication 
between the VB government and the management contacts of the STRs. If the management of STRs are not notified 
immediately upon infractions of VB laws and ordinances than how are we as VB citizens able to maintain our 
neighborhoods. Like I said before, it looks to me that people who are making this area their permanent residence are 
working to improve the resort area which is a great thing.  
 
The flip side of the coin, is that if a resident calls the management themselves about noise, etc at a STR, there is no 
record of that with the VB government, is that correct? My point is that there is a disconnect between the VB government 
and the STR owners and the residents. How is the VB government keeping track of nuisance calls about STRs at this 
time? I would rather not have to call on the police to answer a nuisance call about STRs because I think that their time is 
better spent on more pressing problems. On a police answered nuisance call, it there any report even documented? I 
would like to see a way to call VB 311, report a STR issue and have designated government employee (24/7) notify the 
management contact person immediately. This would result in a documented connection between VB government and 
STR owners so real statistics are being recorded on any infractions to the STR ordinance. 
How can the VB council enforce the Item "Violations: City Council may revoke a CUP after required notice (15 days)) be 
given and hearing." if there is no clear, direct method to report and record them? 
 
Permanent residents in any neighborhood help to make an area more grounded and welcoming as well as more family 
oriented and friendly. All traits that add to the betterment of the neighborhood and vacationers' experiences.  Residents' 
pride and investment in their neighborhoods can be felt by visitors giving them more reason to want to come again to our 
beach. I have been to beachside resorts that have no neighborhood feeling at all. They didn't feel inviting or family 
oriented. They felt almost sterile and soulless; just a beach with vacationers coming and going. Here today; gone 
tomorrow. 
 
I think that the VB council and planning commission need to look at what is really at stake here with the number of STRs 
in the resort area being OK'd when the residents and STRs managers/owners don't seem to have a clear, concise and 
concrete method of communication and documentation with the VB government regarding STR Ordinance infractions on a 
24/7 basis.  
 
I came to the oceanfront to retire for much of the same reasons visitors come to vacation here and I want to not only keep 
it that way but also make it better for us all. Safe, beautiful, peaceful, relaxing, family-friendly, and fun! 
 
Thank you for your time. Pat Jarm 
 
 



From: Linda Davis
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Cc: City Council
Subject: Proposed changes to STR ordinance
Date: Saturday, July 18, 2020 5:15:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

While I plan on attending the public hearing on July 20th at the Convention Center, I want to put my comments in
an email so that it may reach all interested parties in case some of them may not be able to attend.  I have read over
the proposed recommendations for the ordinance change as well as viewed the entire Planning Commission meeting
on July 8th.  As a next door neighbor to a house that has been a short term rental for over a year, I would like you to
know that the proposed changes will do little or nothing to resolve the issues surrounding STRs.  Below are some of
the issues and resolutions that I would like you to consider:

1.  ISSUE:  PROPERTY OWNER NOT ON SITE DURING THE RENTAL.
                While requiring the STR to be the principle residence of the property owner will probably disqualify some
of the current and/or future STRs from continuing to operate, for the ones that do qualify the fact remains that the
owner is still not required to           be in residence while the unit is rented.  The owner is not there to see that two
extra cars over the limit are parked on the sidewalk, requiring pedestrians to walk in the street to get around.  The
owner is not there to see that the trash cans have not          been put out to the street for several weeks causing them
to be overflowing, attracting rodents and allowing garbage to be strewn around the neighborhood.  The owner is not
being kept awake at 2:00 am by the vacationers playing corn hole in the            back yard.  The owner is not there to
see that there are more people than allowed staying overnight in the residence.  All the owner is doing is pocketing
the money.  It is the residents that are left to deal with everything else. It is true we have the                   option to call
311 to report issues, but are we going to do that for every infraction and why should we have to.  We are just trying
to live a normal everyday life in our homes.  We do not want to be the ones policing the properties around us
because              the city allows the property owner to shirk his responsibility to do so.
     RESOLUTION:   REQUIRE PROPERTY OWNER TO LIVE ON OR ADJACENT TO THE STR DURING
THE RENTAL PERIOD.  This would remove the neighbors from the process of policing a property which they do
not nor should not be responsible for.

2.  ISSUE:  NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS
                During the July 8th Planning Commission meeting, the topic of the number of occupants in a STR
generated very little discussion and I was left with the impression that all members were okay with the 3 people per
bedroom rule.  I would like you to          consider that for a house with 4 bedrooms and 4 parking spaces like the one
next door to us, that means 12 people can be staying in that house legally.  That does not take into account all the
renters that exceed their occupancy limit because no                   one in authority is there to stop them. We are on a
block that has mostly owner occupied residents.  The majority of these residences have one or two people living in
them year round.  The maximum number of residents in any one house is 4, two             adults and two children. 
How is a house with 12 vacationers every day of the week for 4 months compatible with our neighborhood??? 
Would you like to live next door to that?  Because the house can legally hold 12 people, just about every
single           renter filled the house at or near capacity and sometimes over capacity.  When we purchased our house
there was a family next door not a mini hotel and we do not feel that the City has our best interest at heart when it
allows these many people to                 occupy a home in what used to be a normal residential neighborhood.
     RESOLUTION:  REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF BEDROOMS, NO STR SHOULD EXCEED 6
RENTERS.

While these are some of the issues we have been dealing with over the past year, we are not alone.  There are plenty
of horror stories surrounding STRs and that will only get worse over time unless something constructive is done.  I
appreciate the efforts of the Planning Commission and City Council to come up with a workable solution, but I fail
to see how the Planning Commission’s proposed ordinance changes will have any effect at all on the real issues that
the year round residents are facing with STRs.  I ask you to please reconsider your recommendations so that year

mailto:ldavisvb@aol.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
mailto:CITYCOUNCIL@vbgov.com


round residents can once again live and love the place they call home.



From: Chris Walker
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Proposed Short Term Rental Regulations Changes
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 11:39:58 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Planning Commission,

It seems the changes you want are proposing are extremly harsh to those who have
short term rentals.  This is especially true in view of COVID-19 and the inability for
people to join the July 20th meeting remotely.  This meeting should be rescheduled
until a better time and any changes put on hold until the COVID-19 situation has
passed.  

Additionally, watching one of the Planning Commission meetings it was abundantly
clear that the Planning Commission is biased to minorities and others.  There are no
minorities on the Virginia Beach Planning Commission!!!!  I guess BLM really
does not matter to Virginia Beach.  As an example I watched a recent Planning
Commission Meeting where two people lived on the same street close to each other
at the Oceanfront in very similar condos, one was granted a CUP and the other was
denied.  The questions to the two parties were completely different and  biased. 
One party was granted and the other party was denied.  There seems to be no
consistency to the questions asked by the Planning Commission.  Some were asked
are you currently using your property for short-term-rentals others were not asked
this question.  Some people applying were told they were breaking the law, when
the Planning Commission does not have the authority to reach this conclusion or to
state such publicly.  Seems stating something of this nature opens the City of
Virginia Beach up to lawsuits.  

Overall, I am against these changes and request the Planning Commission to delay
making any changes at this time.  Further, I would against limited short-term-rentals
to certain areas of the City as this adversely impacts property owners who normally
rent long term, but enjoy the option of rent short term while seeking a long term
renter.  

Thank you,
Mrs. Chris R. Walker

mailto:love2sew.chris@gmail.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


From: Land, Cheryl F
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Re: Homeowner rights
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 10:55:56 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear City Council,

I am a homeowner of 9 years on Sandy Bay Drive…across the street from the bay. My neighborhood,
Baylake Pines is very vocal concerning STR. However, they do not speak for ALL.

I would like the oppty. to do STR in the near future and feel it is my right as a homeowner to be able
to decide that and NOT my outspoken neighbors (who don’t even live in view of my home). I will
follow all guidelines set by the city but feel strongly that my neighborhood not be saddled with more
strenuous restrictions than others because we have some neighbors who think they can speak for
all. The peer pressure at local Civic mtgs. is such that no one will speak out agst. them as they would
be ridiculed if they did.

I love my home and my neighborhood. I would never do anything to harm it or reduce its value. I
maintain another home in Yorktown, VA with my fiancé who has a medical practice there. I want to
be able to afford both and STR would help me do that.

Please, listen to all. I support my civic league and support my neighbors. Please, let me decide who I
allow to stay in my home on a short term basis.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
 
Cheryl Land
4341 Sandy Bay Drive, VB 23455
757-287-4557

mailto:Cheryl.Land@xerox.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


 
July 20, 2020  
 
Virginia Beach Planning Commission 
2401 Courthouse Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456  
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to Virginia Beach STR Ordinance  
 
 
Dear Members of the Virginia Beach Planning Commission,  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to write today on behalf of the Virginia Beach Short-Term Rental Alliance in 
support of responsible short-term rental (STR) operators and, by extension, the community as a whole. 
Rent Responsibly is a national community-first STR association that supports fair and effective legislation 
that works for cities, states, and citizens. We are grateful for your hard work on behalf of the citizens of 
Virginia Beach, and we appreciate the need to responsibly manage STRs for a healthy economy and 
vibrant community. 
 
STRs welcome visitors to Virginia Beach in a way that encourages proper social distancing and 
eliminates high-traffic, high-touch common areas like those of hotels. STRs provide an added layer of 
safety with no in-person contact, a feature that emerging data consistently shows as important to visitors 
and oftentimes a requirement for families with elderly and immunocompromised members. 
 
STRs also disperse tourism revenue to the small local businesses outside of major commercial areas, 
where the benefit of those tourism dollars stays in the Virginia Beach community. 
 
We are concerned about the proposed amendment to limit short-term renting to one’s primary residence. 
Whole-home rentals in total, whether a primary or secondary residence, make up just 1.1% of all Virginia 
Beach housing units. Two-thirds of these whole-home rentals are available for short-term rentals less 
than 90 nights a year.  
 
As such, imposing an arbitrary ban of second home rentals is unnecessary, at best. At worst, it is a 
short-sighted policy that has consistently been challenged in courts and driven whole-home rental activity 
underground off a city's radar without any tax revenue benefits. 
 
Instead of unreasonable blanket amendments, we encourage the City of Virginia Beach to consider 
forward-looking solutions that are effective in stemming proliferation without stripping the property rights 
of responsible operators, such as flexible density-based permit allowances. 
 
 
Thank you. Respectfully, 
 
David Krauss 
Founder & CEO, Rent Responsibly 



 
August 12, 2020  
 
Virginia Beach Planning Commission 
2401 Courthouse Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456  
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to Virginia Beach STR Ordinance  
 
 
Dear Members of the Virginia Beach Planning Commission,  
 
Thank you for another opportunity to write in support of responsible short-term rental (STR) community 
members in Virginia Beach and for your dedication to a thorough ordinance process. Rent Responsibly is 
a national community-first STR association that supports fair and effective legislation that works for cities, 
states, and citizens. 
 
We oppose the proposed amendment to limit short-term renting to one’s primary residence. Whole-home 
STRs in total, whether a primary or secondary residence, make up just 1.1% of all Virginia Beach housing 
units. Furthermore, all but 5% of all short-term rentals in Virginia Beach are booked less than half of the 
year. 
 
Though this volume of rentals and activity is not quite the “explosion” some like to claim, the value of 
STRs to the Virginia Beach community is critical - especially in the economic turmoil left by Covid-19. 
They welcome visitors in a way that encourages proper social distancing; eliminates high-traffic, 
high-touch common areas like those of hotels; and offers no in-person contact. These qualities are 
increasingly important to visitors and often a requirement for families with elderly and 
immunocompromised members. 
 
In addition to the tax revenue from which the City benefits, STRs also disperse tourism revenue to the 
small local businesses outside of major commercial areas, where the benefit of those tourism dollars 
stays in the Virginia Beach community. 
 
Balanced, forward-looking legislation empowers responsible operators to continue renting respectfully, 
and in doing so support the hundreds of local businesses, vendors and homeowners that rely on STR 
activity, while also keeping proliferation and bad actors in check. One such solution is to cap the number 
of nights a property could short-term rent at 180 nights per year.  
 
We also recommend that the City to work together with the many responsible STR operators who have 
already put in place good neighbor policies and guest education programs, practices that help solve 
nuisance issues without burdening city resources. Cities that both employ reasonable legislation and 
collaborate with their exemplary STR constituents have consistently shown the most effective results for 
all community stakeholders. We encourage Virginia Beach to take this approach. 
 
Thank you. Respectfully, 
 
David Krauss 
Founder & CEO, Rent Responsibly 

 



From: Jeff Auld
To: City Council; Zoning Short Term Rental
Cc: "Jeff Auld"
Subject: Short Term problem rental house solution
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 9:13:35 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Morning City Council Members,
 
As I appreciate your request for city planning to review the already new and divisive short term
rental challenges in our city I saw this article about one out of the box way Los Angeles is attacking
the situation.
 
As I live in Princess Anne Woods and we are now dealing with a continuing short term rental house
that has been operating unlicensed since February a solution like this, though drastic would be a
great preventative measure.  We have had to make numerous police calls on the house and it has
disrupted what had been a quiet residential neighborhood.  In this unprecedented times caution and
safety need to upheld for the good of the overall community.  We need your leadership to make that
happen.
 
We in Princess Anne Woods, understand the dilemma that you our elected City Council Members
face in trying to balance the needs of commerce along with the needs of preserving Neighborhoods. 
We here in Princess Anne Woods continue to request that the same requirements due a traditional
commercial hotel/motel be applied to short term rentals and that they are kept out of non-resort
area traditional residential neighborhoods.  Just as you would not allow a zoning change for a
traditional commercial or industrial enterprise to be placed in a traditional residential area the same
applications should be applied to short term rentals.
 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/los-angeles-to-cut-water-and-power-to-homes-hosting-large-
parties/ar-BB17CuUH?ocid=msedgntp
 
Thanks
Jeff
 
 

mailto:jauld@mtn-creek.com
mailto:CITYCOUNCIL@vbgov.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
mailto:jeffauld@yahoo.com
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/los-angeles-to-cut-water-and-power-to-homes-hosting-large-parties/ar-BB17CuUH?ocid=msedgntp
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From: Maureen Ullian
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short term rental in Princess Anne Woods
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:02:21 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Members of the Virginia Beach Planning Commission,

In 2003 we purchased a new construction home in the Princess Anne Woods neighborhood and until this summer it
has been a quiet, friendly, and safe neighborhood to live. Homes are never on the market long as it is a very sought
out neighborhood. We have a homeowners board and management company that work hard to keep our
neighborhood one of the best around.

The peaceful quiet neighborhood we once knew suddenly changed when the home on 1901Capel Manor Way
became an Air B and B. We live across from this home and can see first hand what goes on in the backyard. In May
there were 16 women there to party, another weekend there were over 20 cars parked in front of the home and other
places including in front of a fire hydrant. Neighbors were ready to call VBPD around 3:30 am but the party broke
up then leaving people hanging around for another hour. On another weekend a fire works show began around 10:30
pm and as you can imagine families with small children and pets were not happy. For one of these parties a bouncer
was hired! This home features 6 bedrooms and lists 16 plus guests permitted but no parties. It was listed on Air B
and B website and removed for one week but last night (7/30/2020) it was featured on the Canadian Air B and B
site. Rates per night appear to be roughly $980.

While we understand some areas lend themselves for short term rentals, our neighborhood wants to remain free of
short term rentals. Feel free to contact us or come by the neighborhood on weekends to see why we prefer single
family homes not short term rentals.

Jim and Maureen Ullian
1845 Capel Manor Way
Princess Anne Woods neighborhood.
meullian@verizon.net
757-650-4272

mailto:meullian@verizon.net
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


Robert N. Taylor 
908 Cavalier Drive 

Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

 

 

July 17, 2020 

 

 

Re: Short Term Rentals 

 

Dear Members of the Planning Commission 

 

Having served at Mayor Sessoms’ request on the original study committee for short term 

rentals several years ago, I have listened to concerns expressed by residents across the city 

relative to the potential impact on our community. The current ordinance, which has only 

been in effect for a very short time, limits the number of rentals per week, the number of 

people per residence, has parking requirements and requires appropriate licensing from the 

city. It also requires a conditional use permit. As we roll into this new structure, I know 

there have been a large number of requests, but that initial tide will subside. The 

conditional use process will continue to provide Planning and Council with significant 

control moving forward. 

 

I was surprised to see the detail involved in the material sponsored by Councilman Tower 

and shared at the July 8th Planning workshop. It would severely restrict short term rental 

activity, but only in the area of Old Beach. Why is that? Have there been specific, 

documented challenges, complaints or problems? If so, what properties were involved? 

With personal investment in ten properties in the area, nine of which are operated as short-

term rentals, we have not experienced any difficulties with our tenants or with our 

neighbors. 

 

The Old Beach area has historically seen a lot of rental activity. Most of that has been on 

an annual basis, but with the proximity to the resort area there has been a growing activity 

in weekly rentals. All of that is permitted activity. One big advantage we have as short-

term rental operators is that we are continuously engaged in the properties we operate. We 

enlist the services of professional property managers who live in the area and are there to 

both welcome guests and address any areas of concern. Most of these properties are new 

construction. The landscapes and exteriors are kept clean and attractive. Parking is 

restricted and monitored. There are no boats, RVs or debris in the yards. The interiors of 

the homes are also cleaned and maintained between every rental visit. And, while we may 

not be immune from the occasional “bad actor”, we have a professional management team 

in place that is prepared to react quickly to correct or remove them if necessary. And, that 

individual isn’t locked in on a year-long lease. 

 

Relative to safety and security, there have been significant concerns expressed by many as 

regards the “backwash” from the oceanfront, particularly in light of the recent 

circumstances. I share those concerns, but they have nothing whatsoever to do with the 

short-term rental activity. 

 

 



 

 

 

Moving forward, whether it’s renovating older properties or new construction, building for 

resale or future rental, ensuring the quality of the housing as well as the safety and security 

of the area will continue to be a high priority. I want Old Beach to continue to be a sought 

after neighborhood for renters and homeowners alike for many years to come. And, I don’t 

believe those are two mutually exclusive groups. 

 

Sincerely 

 
Bob Taylor 



From: Jim Moffat
To: Zoning Short Term Rental; City of Virginia Beach Mayors Office; James L. Wood; Jessica Abbott; Michael

Berlucchi; Barbara Henley; Louis R. Jones; John Moss; Aaron R. Rouse; Guy K. Tower; Rosemary C. Wilson;
Sabrina D. Wooten

Cc: Amanda F. Barnes; Jim Moffat
Subject: Short Term Rental Suggestions and Concerns
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2020 9:43:43 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mayor and City Council Members,
 
  There is a lot of talk out there about City Council changing 241.2 ordnances which would affect
short term rentals in Sandbridge.  One floating around is 1 reservation per week.  This will hurt the
offseason for Sandbridge.  Why not just allow 52 reservations a year.   No one would surpasses  that
and will average out to 1 booking per week per year that you are looking for. The Homeaway and
Airbnb homes will book more in the summer  and not many in the winter.  Sandbridge allows 1
reservation per week in the summer months.   52 reservations a year would solve everyone’s issue
and can be monitored. 
 
  There is also talk about taking down the sleeps in a property from 3 per bedroom to 2 per
bedroom.. Then don’t include kids under 16 in the count.  How in the world can any Property
Management Company monitor this. How could the city ever monitor this.  How can I even be held
accountable for this.. We already have had to reduce sleeps in over 73 homes and condo’s when we
went to 3 per bedroom. We have complied and made the changes.   Going to 2 per bedroom will
cost the Home Owners over 20 million in revenues Just in Sandbridge.. The cost to the city would
lose over 2 million in taxes and the cost to the state would be a loss of 1 Million in sales  taxes.  This
is just sales taxes… It is a very easy calculation of cost per occupant and the reduction of occupants.
The rental price will have to go down as sleeps goes down as it already has on some larger homes.
 
 In turn if the rental price of the homes goes down so will be the Assessment value of the home
along with the tax base you have right now… Assessment value of the homes in Sandbridge in 1998
was 208.1 Million  it is now budgeted this year at 1.32 BILLION DOLLARS.  Do you really want to kill
the Golden Goose you have NOW.  Last time I looked the city is a little short in revenue.  Chart below
is from the office of Budget and Management Services.  
 
If you are even thinking about making the short term rental properties principal residences then
keep this FACT in mind.  97% of our short term rental properties in Sandbridge are the owners
second home or an investment property..   For Homeaway website 92% of their Short Term Rentals
are second homes or and investment property.   You want to STOP the revenue stream of short term
rentals this is the way to do it.
 

LEAVE SANDBRIDGE ALONE.  DO NOT ADD ANY
ORDIANCES TO 241.2. IF YOU DO PLEASE ADD

mailto:jimm@Sandbridge.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
mailto:MayorsOffice@vbgov.com
mailto:JLWood@vbgov.com
mailto:jabbott@vbgov.com
mailto:mberlucc@vbgov.com
mailto:mberlucc@vbgov.com
mailto:BHenley@vbgov.com
mailto:LRJones@vbgov.com
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=2a91190d4a3c44f5b47ec33138be5c8b-John D. Mos
mailto:ARouse@vbgov.com
mailto:gtower@vbgov.com
mailto:RCWilson@vbgov.com
mailto:swooten@vbgov.com
mailto:ABarnes@vbgov.com
mailto:jimm@Sandbridge.com


SANDBRIDGE IS EXEMPT.. WE KEEP GETTING TOLD
CITY COUNCIL IS LEAVING SANDBRIDGE ALONE BUT
SORRY WE JUST DON’T SEE THAT.
 

 
Thanks for listening   Jim
 
 
James P. Moffat
General Manager/Director of Operations
Associate Broker
Certified Manager of Community Associations
Sandbridge Realty
581 Sandbridge Road
Virginia Beach, VA. 23456
Office 757.426.6262 ext 115
Toll Free 800.933.4800
Fax 757.721.3505
jimm@sandbridge.com
 

mailto:jimm@sandbridge.com
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Pamela A. Sandloop

From: Kathy Conlon <realtor1va@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 1:57 PM
To: Zoning Short Term Rental; Khadija R. Wilson
Subject: Short term rental-comments for planning meeting-(I cant attend) I am opposed

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 

I own  401 1/2 22nd St -a "2nd home" on 22.5 St and Arctic Ave and  my primary residence is  in 
the  Shenandoah Valley-so I would be considered" an investor". I am opposition to  your STR 
proposal which is targeting a small area (22.5 St- 27.5 St) of Old Beach and investors.  
 
You are discriminating against investors  which would include 2nd home owners. 
Personally, I have had many issues with garbage not being taken on STR properties around me, 
damage to my property from these tenants and drug use with tenants renting in Short Term 
Rentals. So believe me, I understand that there is an issue and that you are trying to come up with a 
solution. While I applaud you for realizing there is an issue,  I am in opposition of your 
solution.  Targeting investors and 2nd home owners(where their home are not their primary 
residences)  is not the answer. Also,  Targeting a specific 5 block area  is also discriminating. For 
instance, why would you not didn't include 22nd St which is one of the main  thru ways to the 
oceanfront?  
 
What you are basically saying is that investors or 2nd home owners don't care about taking care of 
issues in their rental units because they don't live in Virginia Beach?  The answer is not to 
discriminate against investors or 2nd home owners but to hold ALL owners accountable in some way 
for their Short Term Rentals (whether they are investors, or 2nd home owners or not)  
As a licensed Real Estate Broker in the Commonwealth I can also tell you that this proposal will also 
devalue my property, as your proposal  would be limiting the ability of my property to be rented. 
 
There will always be people who "don't care" and people that "do care"-whether they are an investor 
or primary resident owner wont change their personalities. 
I may have to apply for a short term rental so that I may go to Florida and take care of my 82 yr old 
mother who just had open heart surgery-Your proposal would deny me of renting my home out.  
 
Also it is unfair if the city approves a certain amount of rentals in a certain area and then denies 
others in this same area because there are "too many" . This is also discriminating-you are allowing 
some to be approved and others not?  I believe the  city of Virginia Beach is opening  themselves 
up  to future  lawsuits if you target investors (which would include 2nd home owners)  and target 
a certain 5 block area.   
 
The city should have had an enforcement plan prior to even  starting this entire STR program. Now 
they are trying to "fix" their issues!  There has got to be less drastic remedies to make ALL OWNERS 
accountable - which doesn't specifically target investors/2nd home owners in a certain targeted  5 
block area.  

Kathy Conlon CRS CIPS  GRI Associate Broker 
Short Sale and Foreclosure Resource (SFR)Certified  
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realtor1va@aol.com  
434-531-2225 Cell 
866-590-2269 Fax 
www.kathyconlon.com 
Real Estate III  
1430 Rolkin Ct Suite 101  
Charlottesville VA 22911 
Licensed in the Commonwealth of VA  
 
WIRE FRAUD is still out there. We will never send you requests for wired funds, 
so STOP and call if you receive any request for money. 



From: Bob&Paula Fiedler/Berenson
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short Term Rentals - Baylake Pines
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 1:08:30 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to express my concerns with allowing any short term rentals in a
residential community.  I want Baylake Pines to keep its close knit neighborhood feel. 
It is not the place for resort rentals.  I want my neighbors to be invested in the
community; to watch out for my children, my dogs, to be respectful of noise levels &
trash.  I do not want strangers moving in & out on a weekly basis without a concern
for our property values or our safety. I bought a house in a residential community and
expect it to stay that way and I hope that the officials of Virginia Beach will respect
their residents and not allow short term rentals where they are not wanted.  Our Civic
League does not support short term rentals and therefore our government officials
should not support it either.  Please be considerate of the neighborhoods concerns. 
Thank you.

    
Paula Berenson
4456 Blackbeard Rd

mailto:beachlife4@msn.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
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Pamela A. Sandloop

From: Sandhills Properties <sandhillspropertiesllc@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short Term Rentals

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
 
Hello   
 
This letter is is being sent on the concern of the change of regulations of the short‐term rentals in Old Beach.   
Our family company, Sandhills Properties LLC have refurbished 2 homes in the old Beach area and have qualified them 
as Virginia Beach historical homes.  They are both short‐term rentals and one being a permanent residence during the 
off‐season.  Without the income that we have produced from the short‐term rentals we would not have been able to 
refurbish them and to qualify them as historic homes, thus preserving the Old Beach concept.  STRs are a necessity to a 
vibrant resort area, which I live in and and raise my family.  
Our 3 children attend Cooke Elementary and we are active in the neighborhood as residents always improving the 
quality of life in our neighborhood. 
All short term rentals that we manage through NOV LLC and own have beautiful curb appeal.  Above and beyond the 
curb appeal of year rentals and better than some of our neighbors.  The curb appeal of the homes we own and manage 
must be maintained to achieve quality guests who come and stay with us and spend their vacation at our homes. 
The short term rentals provide income for my family, retirement for my parents and a comfortable income for our 
cleaning services which we contract. 
Local families benefit dramatically from the income that is produced off of short‐term rentals. 
When the city council mentions of altering or changing the rules and regulations, you're also altering and changing the 
livelihood of families. 
Families who reside in the Old Beach neighborhood, families who pay property taxes, families who send their children to 
public schools, families who are citizens of Virginia Beach and always striving to improve the quality of life. 
We own and manage all of our properties to the upmost standards of Airbnb and VRBO.  The highest quality of hosting 
possible that we can achieve. 
We do this for the neighborhood, our families and most of all for the guests who visit Virginia Beach.  
Virginia Beach hosts millions of guests yearly and we are professional hosts. 
I appreciate your time in reading this letter and please contemplate and consider the results of altering the rules and 
regulations of STR'S. 
 
Regards, 
 
Frank J Ramaekers III 
 
Sandhills Properties LLC 
NOV LLC 5 star Hosting Service 
 



From: Jan Perriello
To: Guy K. Tower
Cc: Zoning Short Term Rental; City Council
Subject: Short Term Rentals
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 10:22:23 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Councilman Tower:

My husband and I have owned an oceanfront home in Croatan since 2004 where we have lived
a happy and peaceful life in this wonderful neighborhood.  However, in the last couple of
years our peaceful existence has been exponentially disrupted by STR's, while our quiet
neighborhood turns into a hotel district, with many being owned by real estate conglomerates. 
The posting of large, garish signs on the houses, naming them, contribute to the hotel district
appearance.  This is a carry over from Sandbridge and we do not want to emulate it.    

We wish to express our deep appreciation for your recognition of and commitment to, the
protection of our neighborhoods against existing and future degradation caused by STR's.  We
feel encouraged for the first time that we have someone who will stand up for us in the fight to
protect our way of life.  The regulations passed by City Council in January 2019, by effect,
negatively changed our neighborhoods; it was done knowingly and willingly under pressure
from the real estate industry and associated members of  City Council.

Some of the regulations have had a profuse impact on our community, such as:

Events/Parking.  These allowed events which are usually just parties, whether for 50 or 100
guests affect the entire neighborhood due to traffic, illegal parking and general noisy
disturbance, inside and outside of the house.  The homes adjacent to the STR event are more
deeply affected, as you might imagine.  Most homes in Croatan can accommodate six (6) cars
without protruding into the street, which creates the problem of where the rest of the guests'
park; many of our narrow streets, which can usually accommodate 2-way traffic are often
blocked due to guest parking all along the street. Did Council even consider parking for the
guests' when approving this regulation?  This past July 4th weekend, many cars were illegally
parked on S. Atlantic, which is a no parking street, causing backed up traffic due to only
having one lane available.  The Police had to be summoned on a holiday weekend when they
surely had more important issues to attend to.

Two (2) rental contracts per week.  This created double trouble for the neighborhood
exacerbating traffic, parking and noise issues.  The only possible explanation for this
regulation would be to create more income for the real estate conglomerates.

Amplified sound limits.  This regulation governs only outside amplified sound, when if used
inside a home can be just as disturbing, especially to the adjacent neighbors whose children
may be trying to sleep.

City Council adopted these regulations which literally threw the neighborhoods "under the
bus" and then all but deserted us. Enforcement is non-existent; It is left up to the
neighborhoods to try and enforce and correct violations and disturbances.  There is something
not quite right about this scenario.  There is no owner presence or attention to the property or

mailto:jjpjlp@aol.com
mailto:gtower@vbgov.com
mailto:STR@vbgov.com
mailto:CITYCOUNCIL@vbgov.com


who they rent to; it is left in the hands of the same real estate conglomerates who created this
mess, who pay no real attention to the property once the rent is paid.

All people coming to Virginia Beach are not tourists; they are families who want to buy a
home in a community that offers all the amenities of a neighborhood environment for their
children; many prefer homes closer to the ocean but that will soon not be possible since they
will be predominantly rental properties, attributable to creating overlay districts.

We are grateful for and hopeful that the proposed ordinance will eliminate many of our
concerns, the most important of those being that "the owner of the property must declare and
use the property as their principal residence".  Also, monitoring the density of STR's in a
community, parking and compatibility, are very important issues.

In September it appears that we will be dealing with other changes to regulations, considering
the power point presentation on July 20th.  I hope that City Council and the Planning
Commission will be as considerate to the neighborhoods as they consider these changes.

Sincerely,

Jan Perriello

516 S. Atlantic Avenue
Virginia Beach, VA  23451
757-491-0908

cc:  Planning Commission
       City Council
       Mike Kelly, President- CCL
       Connie Agresti, VP-CCL



From: dmgrochmal@cox.net
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short Term Rentals
Date: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 6:24:17 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

My name is David Grochmal and I live at 219A 68th Street Virginia Beach. I am in the North End
Overlay District, but I believe the issues you are dealing with in the Old Beach Overlay District should
apply to all areas which have short term rentals. My comments are:
1, The Old Beach Overlay Districts is designed to preserve the residential neighborhood of the Old
Beach. If you keep granting approvals for short term rentals it will turn into a rental community and
eventually a slum.
2. The City Council in their resolution expresses the concern that the density of short term rentals in
increasing too fast in the Old Beach neighborhood and other areas. So I believe a limit must be set.
The goal is to preserve the area as a residential neighborhood. To me that means people live in a
majority of the homes, not rent them out to make extra money. What is a majority? More than 50%?
How much more than 50%? I believe it must be a significant majority. Something like two thirds
residential/one third rental. Or 65%residential/35%rental. It must be based on the street. (Example:

If there are 35% short term rentals on 22nd Street then no more short term rental applications can
be approved. No hardships allowed). It must be something you can easily calculate and everyone can
recognize. This is the only way to gain control over the short term rental industry.
3. Short Term Rentals must not be By Right. They must continue to require a Conditional Use Permit.
 
Thank You very much.
David Grochmal

mailto:dmgrochmal@cox.net
mailto:STR@vbgov.com


From: Steven Bishard
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short Term Rentals
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:30:21 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-1.tiff

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Planning Commission,
 
I would like to express my support for the current Short Term Rental (STR) arrangement and oppose
any ordinance changes. It is my understanding that there are some concerns within the Old Beach
community regarding STR's and that the City is considering revising the recently implemented STR
ordinance.  About fifteen years ago, I was asked to serve on the Old Beach Overlay Ordinance
Committee in order to adopt a new and enhanced way to develop residential properties in the Old
Beach community.  Our organization has contributed and carefully participated in the Old Beach
community’s growth since that time in many positive ways. We see ourselves as long time
community partners with the Old Beach community as well as other oceanfront communities. We
have redeveloped several properties in the Old Beach area in ways that have greatly assisted in the
neighborhood's renaissance. Additionally, in Old Beach we currently own four short-term rental
properties and have two properties in the application approval process.  Because our plan is to
maintain the highest standard available, we have hired Frank Rameker of NOV, LLC who happens to
reside in Old Beach. 
 
We feel that there are many reasons that STRs benefit the community as they offer families an
alternative and many times a preferable way to visit Virginia Beach.  Furthermore, these properties
are subject to more frequent maintenance inspections and are held to a higher standard than yearly
rentals.  It is also my understanding, according to local management companies, that there have
been very few issues in the neighborhood with the STRs. Overall, STR's seem to be working well and
more time should be given to determine how it will work out over time. Therefore, I believe it is too
early to change the recently adopted ordinance. As we move forward, our continual desire is to
partner with the local community. We maintain an open ear for a mutual workable plan for the
future.  With clear communication and understanding, I believe that the STR owners, STR
management team, and the permanent residents can find a positive way to go on without revising
what has already been carefully put into place and practice.
 
Respectfully,
 
Steven W. Bishard
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Steven Bishard, President 

4104 Holly Rd #201
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
Mobile: (757) 201-8874
Office:  (757) 333-8750
Fax:   (866) 281-7890
Email:    sbishard@bishardhomes.com
Website:   www.bishardhomes.com
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From: Carol Ashman
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short Term Rentals
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 3:34:32 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Planning Commission Members:

Good afternoon. We own and live full time with our children at 209-B 88th St. in Virginia Beach. We also
own 207 88th St. We are writing to urge you to place a moratorium on additional short term rental permit
requests for a number of reasons:

1. Increased traffic and cars parked on 88th and other North End streets and Atlantic Avenue resulting
from renters and their guests. The increased congestion makes it difficult for residents and their visitors to
park, since there is already a shortage of parking places. An increased number of cars in the
neighborhoods and along Atlantic limits the visibility of motorists and poses a risk to pedestrians and
children at play. The North End is already filled with cars in the summer, particularly on weekends, and
residents here shouldn't have to tolerate even more cars from the short term renters and their guests.

At the STR duplexes at 8800 Atlantic (the northwest corner of the intersection), there are sometimes up to
a dozen cars on the weekends when renters throw parties for their friends, creating a nuisance for
residents. Since each bedroom can house up to 3 guests, the number of cars quickly mushrooms. The
newly approved 116 88th Street STR will add up to 3 additional cars or more to the southeast corner of
this same intersection (88th and Atlantic).

2. Noise from parties, blaring music and barking dogs. Short term renters have no connection with the
surrounding community and have no incentive to abide by community norms as regards these matters.
Residents are harmed by the disruption of their sleep and the peaceful enjoyment of the environs incurred
by the increased noise. This is already a problem at 8800 Atlantic. 

3. Deleterious impact of drunkenness, fighting, drug consumption and selling and other bad and
potentially illegal behaviors by renters on children and adults in the neighborhood. We do not want our
impressionable children to be confronted by these harmful influences, which they will encounter on their
way to and from the beach and while walking our dogs. Fraternity-style parties with their attendant bad
and obnoxious behavior are common at rental houses close to the beach, and we do not want this
atmosphere to pollute our community. We bought a home in a family-friendly neighborhood for this very
reason.

4. Increased trash and broken glass. This poses an eyesore and a safety hazard, attracting vermin and
creating the potential for injuries, which is already a problem at 8800 Atlantic. 

5. The hollowing out of the neighborhood and destroying its sense of community. As more homes are
converted to short-term rentals, the neighborhood becomes filled with strangers in the summer and
largely vacant the rest of the year, creating a ghost town, and obliterating the comaraderie and cohesion
of the residents. There will be fewer children to play with in the neighborhood and people with kids will not
want to purchase homes here. Additionally, the decrease in year-round residents keeping watch will make
the area more attractive to criminals.

6. We can't tolerate the repeated influx of new strangers on the street during this deadly pandemic, which
has caused a budget shortfall and consequent inability to enforce short term rental rules. Additional
permits should not be granted when the current rentals can't even be monitored!

The above-described problems have a devastating effect on neighborhoods and result in a decrease in
our home values. We all purchased homes in this area in order to live in a family-friendly, peaceful and
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congenial environment, not a commercial district. We have a right to the quiet enjoyment of the premises
and paid a premium on our home here for this very reason.The zoning cannot be changed now, without
any legal process, allowing some owners to run commercial enterprises, namely, mini-hotels, on their
properties. We don't allow other commercial enterprises such as bakeries, restaurants, night clubs, gyms
or beauty salons in the North End. Short term rentals are no different. Such enterprises belong in a
commercial district, not in a residential neighborhood.

Some, including active duty military make the argument that they should be able to operate short term
rentals in order to generate income from their properties while they are gone or in order to make so
additional money. Fine--let them rent them out as long-term rentals then. We have no problem with that.
The proliferation of STRs has had devastating impact on the inventory and cost of long-term rentals in
tourist destinations across the US and Europe and is doing so here, driving out these neighbors of ours,
many of whom have been members of the neighborhood for many years and who deserve to have a
place to live.

Thank you for your attention to these matters. We look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

Carol J. Ashman, M.D.
William H. Ashman



From: Yvonne du Buy
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Short-term Rental Ordinance Amendments
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 5:33:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

July 16, 2020

Dear Mesdames and Messieurs –

I am writing to ask that you please carefully consider all the potentially highly negative
implications of imposing severe and ultimately devastating restrictions on short term
rentals in the City of Virginia Beach that could ultimately destroy my ability to keep my
home.  I want to be sure you are aware that your proposals can negatively impact me
personally as well as a wide variety of other working individuals and small businesses
throughout the City of Virginia Beach.

I first acquired my home in the lovely oceanside neighborhood of Croatan in 2004 in
order to one day be able to retire and live there.  My primary residence is in Maryland
where I am employed.  The only way I could possibly afford it as a second home was
to offer it as a short term (weekly only) rental during the summer months.  If I am
unable to rent my home during the summer, I will be unable to keep my home.  I have
been paying the City of Virginia Beach occupancy taxes for the last 16 years. 
Furthermore, as many – in fact, most – short term rental owners still do, I first utilized
the services of local real estate companies to handle all the logistics associated with
the rental business, which are numerous and complex.  Thus, I and other similar
owners support a number of realtors in the City.

 Once I assumed full responsibility for handling my home, I quickly became aware of
how many local individuals and small businesses it takes to appropriately manage all
the myriad of details for a successful short-term rental business.  For example, I need
to engage highly responsible and conscientious house cleaners, landscape and yard
workers, linen rental services, pool service technicians, and Saturday garbage
collectors on a weekly basis.  These individuals depend upon me and other rental
home owners to sustain their small businesses in order to stay alive during the winter
months.  In addition, there are a variety of maintenance agreements I have to have in
place with local businesses to keep all systems in good working order:  continuous
security and home intelligence systems, pest control, HVAC maintenance twice a
year, sprinkler system maintenance twice a year, plumbing preventive maintenance
every Spring and Fall, carpet cleaning, dryer vent/duct cleaning, power washing, and
window washing.  Add to that a wide variety of individuals/small businesses I support
to address the sometimes numerous repairs/issues needed:  a wide variety of
handymen, electricians, plumbers, appliance repairmen, bicycle repairman, etc. with
which all of whom I am on a first name basis.

Another critical issue that you should definitely take into consideration is the fact that
due to the horrendous Corona virus pandemic situation, weekly home vacation
rentals are the much-preferred – and in many cases – the ONLY condition under
which people are still willing to vacation in the City of Virginia Beach.  This was
brought to my attention by all of the guests I have had since the first week in June. 
All of my May and early June rentals cancelled their bookings due to their fear about
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the Coronavirus pandemic.  However, once Governor Northam entered Phase II, all
those weeks were re-booked.  Even though everything was not wide open, my guests
were thrilled to be able to experience a new environment after three months of
quarantine in their own homes, were delighted to be able to experience new
restaurant take-out as opposed to that they had at home, were anxious to get into the
sunshine and at least be able to walk on the beach if not stay on the beach, and were
able to enjoy their afternoons by the private pool without having to worry about social
distancing.  Every single one of my guests said they would not have come to Virginia
Beach were it not for the fact that they had a private home to come to.  You should be
aware that that means they all frequented the local grocery stores to obtain their
provisions, frequented the restaurants for take out or lately outside dining – they all
ask for recommendations, which I provide – and have acknowledged how much they
have enjoyed them – have visited the Aquarium even with the new restrictions, etc.,
walked and bicycled the Boardwalk, bought souvenirs, etc. 
Given the pandemic, for the foreseeable future, weekly rental homes are going to be
the major draw for visitors who want to come to Virginia Beach.  All of my guests said
they were too afraid to go to a hotel under the circumstances and would not have
come if that was their only option.  You should also know that as VRBO web site
homeowners, we must abide by the Covid cleaning guidelines prescribed by VRBO
and have carefully instructed our house cleaners about what that entails.  Those
guidelines follow the CDC guidelines, and my understanding is that they are more
comprehensive than those in place for hotels.

In summary, I ask that you carefully consider the loss of revenue to the City and to
the many local individuals and small businesses in a wide variety of ways that will
result if you impose untenable restrictions such as primary residence renting only or
limiting rentals to one block from the ocean that I understand have recently been
proposed.

I am happy to discuss any of these issues with anyone who might want additional
details so that you make fully informed decisions on this far-reaching matter.  I can be
reached on 301-520-9401 or email ydubuy@verison.net

Thank you for your consideration of these critical issues.

Sincerely yours,
 
Yvonne H du Buy, Owner
832 Surfside Avenue
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
Mailing address:
11608 Maddox Ct
North Potomac, MD 20878 
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From: Barbara Clark
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Cc: Kevin P. Kemp
Subject: Short-Term Rentals
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 4:09:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Chairperson Oliver and Members of the Planning Commission:

Please consider limits on Short Term rentals in the Oceanfront neighborhoods of Lakewood,
Pinewood (17th to Norfolk Avenue) and Old Beach (22-1/2 Street to 27-1/2 Street).

Having lived next to a short-term rental, we can attest to its disruptive nature and negative
affect on our sense of safety and community. The increased traffic (from renters, parties,
owners and cleaning crews) and often illegal parking (blocking driveways and/or sidewalks)
contributes to a sense of helplessness and lack of order.

Please consider limiting the number of short-term rentals in a given geographic area (say 1 or
2 per block), and their frequency (no more than 1 per week).

Thank you for your kind consideration,

Barbara Clark and Michael O'Neil
411 16th Street
(757) 332-3567
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From: RICK MATTHEWS
To: Zoning Short Term Rental; City Council
Subject: STR considerations
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 11:26:37 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

2020-07-20

Thank you for holding a public hearing on this matter of STR's; I plan to attend.

A few brief thoughts:

My experience
I live at 1317 Mediterranean Ave next door to 518 14th Street; 518 has been a
STR for a year. I did not attend the Planning Commission hearing on this
application as I had no objections at that time. I did attend the 7/7/20 City Council
Formal Session in opposition to the 518 application as I had a great deal of
objections. The application was rejected by the Council at that meeting but now
the owner is selling the property and I'm concerned we'll have a similar
experience with the ultimate purchaser.

The problem of absentee owners
7/7/20 the renters moving out put the trash out for pickup. There was so much
trash and it was not placed so the city truck could pick it up so it was not picked
up. The trash overflowed the cans into the street into our yard and other
neighbors' yards. We each cleaned up our yards and one neighbor kindly cleaned
up the mess in the street and contacted the city who came back and picked up.
This was the responsibility of the owner but he doesn't live nearby and can't be
aware unless one of us contacts him. The owner didn't know about the problem
until after it was all cleaned up.

The criteria of Proximity
There need to be additional criteria added to the consideration to become a STR
which addresses the physical configuration of the properties. 518 has 2 entrances
both of which are turned 90 degrees relative to 14th St and both of which face the
back of my house. Midway on 518 facing the back of my house is a screened-in
patio which is the natural gathering place for renters; it will easily seat 18-20.
From the back wall of my house to the front of the patio is 22', close enough that
normal talking amplified by the overhang of the patio roof is easily heard in my
house. Add a few drinks and a few people and we have to turn up the television to
filter it out. Vacationers reasonably expect to be able to have a few drinks, tell a
few stories, have a few laughs and stay up late doing it. It's unreasonable for us to
have to endure it 2-5 nights a week. This creates an "either-or" scenario, either
them or us, no middle ground. 518 has not missed a week with renters in the last 3
months, sometimes more than 1 group in a week.
Example: Saturday afternoon, 7/18/20, I was grilling in my back yard. The
renters, apparently 5 couples, were drinking vodka and tequila and playing on a
tarp they had made to be a Slip-n-Slide. Standing at my grill a particularly big
wave came over the fence and gave me a good drenching. This is too close!
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Example: Last month a group of age 30-somethings renters, mostly guys, sat out
on the patio on Saturday afternoon having a few drinks; it sounded like a
Superbowl party. My wife and I sat out on the deck for a few minutes but were
uncomfortable with the language, particularly the frequent use of the "F-word"
and so went back into the house. This feels sort of like prison.
Example: Monday morning, 7/6/20 at 3:45am I was wakened by loud talking
behind us. I contacted the owner who didn't respond; he was asleep. I called 311
twice and a patrol car drove by but didn't stop as the patio area is not visible from
the street so no activity is visible from the street. I suppose the officer thought it
was a crank call. No one ever responded. Finally, at 5:15 they went to bed and I
went back to bed. What is the remedy for this? Do I just "grin and bear it?" 

Dealing with Frequent Offenders
These are only a few examples. I have been in contact with the owner once, twice,
even three times a week during the last 3 months. I resent having to face the
constant stress of being the "middleman" in these transactions. It's not my place to
have to do that. Once in a while is reasonable; "people are people" and conflict
outside the home as well as inside the home is inevitable. After all, who hasn't had
the debate about who controls the TV remote? To have to face this scenario one
or more times a week during the 6 month vacation season is completely
unreasonable. 
The "30 minute rule" seems to be popular in these discussions. That begs the
question "30 minutes x how many times a week, month or year?" is reasonable.
30 minutes as a stand-alone criteria doesn't come anywhere close to addressing
the problem. This frequency is not a part of the discussions as far as I can tell.

Conclusions
Each STR that is allowed potentially produces 1 of 3 outcomes: the neighborhood
is either 1) improved 2) remains the same or 3) degraded. In the case of #1) I can't
think of a scenario where the neighborhood is improved, the only winner here is
the investor. One winner, the investor and a number of losers, the neighbors. #2)
Remaining the same is a long-shot as inevitably there has to be anomalies such as
the party at 518 on Memorial Day weekend that the police broke up in which they
evicted 200 people. It's common knowledge that the highest quality
neighborhoods are inhabited by owners, not even long-term renters, much less
short-term renters. #3) A degraded neighborhood is the only logical outcome.
The city's default response to STR applications right now is to approve unless
there's a compelling reason to deny. This needs to be reversed: these applications
should be denied unless there's a compelling reason to approve.

Respectfully,
Rick Matthews
1317 Mediterranean Avenue
Virginia Beach, Va. 23451
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Pamela A. Sandloop

From: Chris Ettel <chris@vbhomesliving.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: STR public hearing 7/20

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Dear Commission members 
My name is Chris Ettel and my company VB Homes has been building homes at the Beach for over thirty years. We have 
built a number of beach cottage style homes in Old Beach and have kept some to rent. We currently have eleven homes 
in Old beach that are approved by Council for short term rentals. All of our homes all professionally managed and most 
of them are managed by Frank Rameker who lives in Old Beach. Frank has the highest ratings from Airbnb based on 
many factors including exceptional service. We take a great deal of pride in the homes we build for clients and the ones 
we keep for rentals. We follow the rules for STR and have demonstrated that our guests are good neighbors. Most of our 
guests are families traveling here on vacation. We hear many positive comments from our clients that we build for that 
live full time in Old Beach that our STR guests are very respectful. 
I don’t understand why the City is considering making revisions to the STR ordinance when it has only been in place for a 
short time. To my knowledge there have not been any issues in the neighborhood. I strongly feel that the Ordinances 
stay as they are to give time to see if they work as planned. Planning and Council spent a great deal of time to put them 
in place so lets give it a chance.  
I plan to be at the public hearing on Monday. Thanks for your time and consideration. 
 
 
Chris Ettel 
 
President  

 
1209 Laskin Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 
O: 757‐491‐1996 
F: 757‐428‐6177 
 



From: Alexa Nota
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: Testimony: 7/20 Planning Commission Hearing on STR Amendments
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 6:07:27 PM
Attachments: Rent Responsibly Letter to Virginia Beach Planning Commission (2).pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good evening Virginia Beach Planning Commission Members,

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the proposed amendments to the STR
ordinance on behalf of the Virginia Beach Short-Term Rental Alliance. Rent Responsibly is a
national community-first short-term rental association that supports fair and effective
legislation that works for cities, states, and citizens. 

I have attached a testimony from our CEO, David Krauss, as a PDF. I have also copied the
text below my signature for your convenience.

Thank you for your time,

Alexa Nota
Editor & Head of Advocacy

Rent Responsibly

704-654-8132

alexa@rentresponsibly.org

RentResponsibly.org

July 20, 2020 

Virginia Beach Planning Commission
2401 Courthouse Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Virginia Beach STR Ordinance 

Dear Members of the Virginia Beach Planning Commission, 

Thank you for the opportunity to write today on behalf of the Virginia Beach Short-Term Rental Alliance in 
support of responsible short-term rental (STR) operators and, by extension, the community as a whole. 
Rent Responsibly is a national community-first STR association that supports fair and effective legislation 
that works for cities, states, and citizens. We are grateful for your hard work on behalf of the citizens of 
Virginia Beach, and we appreciate the need to responsibly manage STRs for a healthy economy and 
vibrant community.

STRs welcome visitors to Virginia Beach in a way that encourages proper social distancing and 
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July 20, 2020  
 
Virginia Beach Planning Commission 
2401 Courthouse Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456  
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to Virginia Beach STR Ordinance  
 
 
Dear Members of the Virginia Beach Planning Commission,  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to write today on behalf of the Virginia Beach Short-Term Rental Alliance in 
support of responsible short-term rental (STR) operators and, by extension, the community as a whole. 
Rent Responsibly is a national community-first STR association that supports fair and effective legislation 
that works for cities, states, and citizens. We are grateful for your hard work on behalf of the citizens of 
Virginia Beach, and we appreciate the need to responsibly manage STRs for a healthy economy and 
vibrant community. 
 
STRs welcome visitors to Virginia Beach in a way that encourages proper social distancing and 
eliminates high-traffic, high-touch common areas like those of hotels. STRs provide an added layer of 
safety with no in-person contact, a feature that emerging data consistently shows as important to visitors 
and oftentimes a requirement for families with elderly and immunocompromised members. 
 
STRs also disperse tourism revenue to the small local businesses outside of major commercial areas, 
where the benefit of those tourism dollars stays in the Virginia Beach community. 
 
We are concerned about the proposed amendment to limit short-term renting to one’s primary residence. 
Whole-home rentals in total, whether a primary or secondary residence, make up just 1.1% of all Virginia 
Beach housing units. Two-thirds of these whole-home rentals are available for short-term rentals less 
than 90 nights a year.  
 
As such, imposing an arbitrary ban of second home rentals is unnecessary, at best. At worst, it is a 
short-sighted policy that has consistently been challenged in courts and driven whole-home rental activity 
underground off a city's radar without any tax revenue benefits. 
 
Instead of unreasonable blanket amendments, we encourage the City of Virginia Beach to consider 
forward-looking solutions that are effective in stemming proliferation without stripping the property rights 
of responsible operators, such as flexible density-based permit allowances. 
 
 
Thank you. Respectfully, 
 
David Krauss 
Founder & CEO, Rent Responsibly 
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From: Carrie Copenhaver
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: VB Short Term Rentals
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 8:31:39 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am in favor of short term rentals.  I have been a host for 4 years and a resident on 16th st for 15 years.  I’ve
seen our little resort area change so much during the time we’ve resided here. 

Please let me share with you how much value short term rentals bring to our area.

#1:  The properties I acquired were dilapidated.  Missing shingles, overgrown grass, missing shutters - they
were eyesores of the neighborhood

We have invested at least $15,000 to each property to bring our townhouses up to date.  We’ve invested in
the neighborhood by not just taking care of our house but we also do the landscaping of the OTHER owners
that don’t … they are Landlords who don’t take care of their homes, homes that are poorly managed by
professional brokerages & tenants that just don’t care how their yard looks.  We pressure wash our
neighbor’s houses etc.  clean the weeds etc and keep our houses well maintained - including the sidewalks
& general parking areas.

#2: Because we take such amazing care of our houses, we have actually brought property prices up on
Maryland Ave. 

#3: We’re are generating tons of additional revenue for the city - Last year we paid ~ $9000 in additional
tax revenue - not including our property taxes.  How much ADDITIONAL revenue was generated from
short term rentals last year?

#4:  We create jobs!  Laura is a single mother with 3 children.  She has taken over some management &
cleaning of our townhouses.  We have helped her create a whole new income source that has MORE THAN
DOUBLED her annual income and helped elevate her from poverty!  She was working as a bus driver
making $18,000/year trying to raise 3 children.   Losing our business would be devastating to her family.   

How many other people derive their income from services they offer to short term rentals -
management  cleaning, laundry, maintenance?  Its another economy generating jobs in our region.

#5:  Vacation rentals have been part of the resort area for at least 30 years - the north end & sandbridge have
been using private residences for vacation rentals FOREVER!   This is no different than a precedent that has
already been set decades ago.

#6:  We live in a RESORT area & a military area.  Our guests come for so many reasons.  We bring MORE
people to the area that are visiting our restaurants, shops, beaches, convention center.  We have family
members of our military folks coming to spend time with their loved ones. We give them a larger space to
spread out & share meals with their loved ones .. something hotels can’t offer.  We’ve even decorated for
holidays (Christmas especially) upon request so our guests could create special memories with their military
person. 

#7: We screen our guests to our absolute best to ensure they are going to comply with our very strict rules. 
We do NOT rent out to local residents. We have found that our local people are the ones that tend to be loud
or break the house rules (no parties, no loud music, etc)
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#8:  The city spent 2 years coming up with a GREAT ordinance to regulate STR’s.  Its working & shouldn’t
be changed.

Our short term rental community brings so much value to our area, to our visitors & generates revenue for
our city.  The current ordinance is one that is fair.  It allows people that are not good hosts to be removed
from the community.  I understand that some residents may not agree with the right to use property for short
term rentals. You can’t regulate who your neighbors are… they could be poor tenants that don’t care for the
property they occupy.  They could be sex offenders, felons - we can’t discriminate about who purchases the
house next door to us.  We can expect them to be good neighbors … the current ordinance allows regulation
to insure if its an STR they will have to comply with enough rules to make sure they are good neighbors. 
Again - we care for our houses, we clean up our neighbors houses … We provide great value to the
neighborhood, our guests, our neighbors, our contractors & our city.

Some people that live at the oceanfront area forget they CHOOSE to live in the resort area.  They are
always fighting to keep visitors from parking in “their” neighborhoods.  They constantly complain about
living in the resort area … I know for a fact that RBCL voted IN FAVOR of the current STR regulations!
The MAJORITY of the residents in Shadowlawn, Old Beach, Lakewood & Pinewood either don’t have an
opinion or are in FAVOR of STR.  RBCL is a small minority of people.. they DO NOT accurately represent
the vast majority of the people in our neighborhoods. It seems to me those few minority would be better
served moving out of the resort area if they are so unhappy with our tourists that bring so much value to our
region. If it were up to me, I’d dial back the parking restriction immensely.  But thats another topic! 

There are so many people in favor of STR’s that don’t get a fair shot at expressing their viewpoint. They
just aren’t aware of whats happening.  So know that I am one of many that support the current regulations.
Rather than rolling back, Perhaps the city should explore capping the number of STR’s permits it offers. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider our input.  We look forward to continuing to bring value to our
wonderful city!

Respectfully,

Mike & Carrie Copenhaver 
603 16th sT 

Real estate agent, investor & short term rental operator
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Summer J. Peebles

From: Windy Crutchfield <windyc@cox.net>
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 7:37 AM
To: Zoning Short Term Rental
Subject: STR overlay district objections

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the City of Virginia Beach. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Planning Commission,  
 
I wanted to present to you objections to the formation of overlay districts in our neighborhoods. The concept of Zoning 
was to provide for certain activities and preserve the quality of residential areas. Without this, property values will 
diminish as citizens who expect a certain lifestyle will move to a city willing to protect their property ownership rights. 
We had a person operate a STR on our street last year. You raise your blinds to a new family sitting on the front porch 
every week. The more people staying there, the more noise, more cursing, more littering, more cars, and more strangers 
who know your activities. Several of my neighbors are single women who bought where they did because of the caring 
neighbors and the security it gave them. It has been very distressing to them. Forget Megan’s Law.  Sex abusers only 
have to register their residences. You must know that Sex trafficking has become a plague on our VB hotels. As they 
crack down on them, the perpetrators will turn to the mini‐hotels that are being allowed to operate.  
 
Further, as a Realtor, I had a prospective tenant view a home that was for rent on Sandy Bay last autumn. After me 
asking some probing questions, the company this person worked for leases homes for one year and then sublets them 
to weekly renters, flying under the radar of the city STR hounds, avoiding lodging taxes, and skirting regulations. This is 
already happening! People open STRs who cannot afford the home they are in. If that income dries up (either because of 
the surplus or because consumers stop preferring the somewhat risky AirBNB concept), properties will go into 
foreclosure and values will decrease. Please consider the long term implications of residents moving away because you 
didn’t protect the existing zoning laws (which don’t allow commercial operations of homes) and those who can’t afford 
the properties they are buying. The long term effects on VB coffers will be negative.  
 
The application of an overlay district along the Bayfront Communities is particularly objectionable in Baylake Pines and 
Baylake Beach, which spells out clearly in the recorded deed that the residences cannot be used for commercial 
purposes, except for three properties on the east side of Sandy Bay. Baylake Pines has posted “deed restricted 
neighborhood” signs to ensure that any buyers or agents know that our neighborhood is committed to protecting their 
residents property ownership rights. I have sold homes to people in the neighborhood who have specifically requested 
to not be in a STR community. For you to consider making this an overlay district at this time would be very detrimental 
to property owners and values.  
 
Thank you for your time in considering my objection.  
 
 
Windy Crutchfield, Realtor, GRI, SRES 
“Providing a Sea of Real Estate Service!” 
HRRA Circle of Excellence 
The Real Estate Group 
401 N Great Neck Rd, Ste 126 
Virginia Beach, VA 23454 
757‐646‐8056 
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